Play’n GO Launch Blazing New Title
The legend of the Dragon Maiden is alive! Geneth has the power to control the Dragon and unleash flame and fortune in this powerful new
slot.

Leading casino supplier Play’n GO today announced the release of their latest slot title Dragon Maiden; an epic slot adventure full of flame
and fortune!
This new slot centres around Geneth the Dragon Maiden, a legendary warrior who is the key to conquering the fearsome Red Dragon,
unlocking its awesome power and the untold riches it guards.
It features stunning high-quality graphics for both the character and the visual animations for the titular dragon, as well as the symbols on the
reels.
Play’n GO CEO Johan Törnqvist believes that the entertaining nature of this game and the exceptional quality of its visuals will be a big draw
for players:
“We always put entertainment first in our titles and Dragon Maiden is no exception. This impressive and original storyline will spark
imaginations of the players, with exciting features to keep them engaged.
All of this is wrapped up in the breath-taking graphics that our superb teams have put together, creating an immersive gaming experience for
the enjoyment of players”.
The 5-reel slot not only includes expanding Wilds but also a ‘Golden Free Spins’ bonus feature which expands the reels to double their height
and multiplies the number of players’ pay ways by a mammoth 32x from 243 to 7,776.
Dragon Maiden marks another exciting game release for, what has been, a busy year for the award-winning supplier.

For more information, please contact us at Play'n GO
Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands. Their genuine omnichannel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the EGR Slot Provider of the Year 2018 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.

